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A Poorly Done EIA Register 
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Covid-19 Strikes Malaysia 
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Ali Meets Ah Kao’s Father Ah Koa 
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Worries of Ah Kao’s Father 
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Ali’s Repentance and Muthu’s Realisation 
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Ali got better but Ah Koa Did Not 

Ali Got Well but Ah Koa Did Not 
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Ah Kao’s Trouble 
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Harm Caused by Ali & Muthu 
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Guilt of Ali & Muthu 
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Change for the Better 
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 There’s two more of me in 

this book, try and find me!!  

The other two of me are over at page 2!!  
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Summary of This Story 

Ali and Muthu are a pair of successful petrochemical company tycoon brothers 

who own a multibillion petrochemical business and reside at a beach house. 

They regularly do coastal land reclamation to build more petrochemical factories 

and ignored proper EIA procedures, often lack a control measure. Ah Kao and 

his father, Ah Koa meanwhile are farmers in rural area, owning a small piece of 

land where they rely on livestocks like cows for their living. Unfortunately, 

during the Covid-19 pandemic, Ah Kao’s father contracted the virus and ended 

up in the hospital. Coincidently, Ali felt sick too and ended up in the same 

hospital ward as Ah Kao’s father. The two of them became friends. Not knowing 

Ali is from a wealthy family, Ah Kao told Ali his worries about his farm where 

business is on the verge of collapsing before the pandemic even stroke and 

worried that Ah Kao might not be able to support himself. He described the farm 

suffers from water pollution in the nearby river due to the petrochemical factory 

upstream. Upon hearing that, Ali felt sad and heavy hearted. Not long after, Ah 

Kao’s father passed away. Ali meanwhile is heavy hearted about the concerns of 

Ah Koa. Soon, Ali recovered.  

While Ali is hospitalized, Muthu was sitting at home alone by the beach. He 

realized things aren’t the same anymore. The sea that he used to grow up is now 

filled with garbage and plastic wastes. The clear blue water is now yellowish and 

dirty. The turtles that he used to watching at late night had not been coming up 

to the sand to lay eggs anymore. Pollution had taken toll and Muthu is sickened 

by what he sees.  

After Ali got discharged, he looked for Ah Kao and was shocked that all the cows 

in the farm were missing. Ah Kao told Ali that he run out of money and was left 

with no options but to sell the land and let the cows roam wild. The grass is also 

polluted by the river water upstream. Ali went back and told Muthu about Ah 

Kao’s situation. They both agree that venturing into the agriculture sector can 

help solve future food shortage problem and help the environment as they know 

how much harm they have cause to the environment from their petrochemical 

industry. Thus, Muthu and Ali both decided to reclaim a piece of land for Ah Kao 

to rebuild his farm and save the roaming starving cows. 


